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Abstract. High-level understanding of motion events is a critical task
in any system which aims to analyse dynamic human-populated scenes.
However, current tracking techniques still do not address complex inter-
action events among multiple targets. In this paper, a principled event-
management framework is proposed, and it is included in a hierarchical
and modular tracking architecture. Multiple-target interaction events,
and a proper scheme for tracker instantiation and removal according to
scene events, are considered. Multiple-target group management allows
the system to switch among different operation modes. Robust and ac-
curate tracking results have been obtained in both indoor and outdoor
scenarios, without considering a-priori knowledge about either the scene
or the targets based on a previous training period.

1 Introduction

High-level event understanding is a complex and essential task in any Image
Sequence Evaluation (ISE) system [10,3]. This transforms image-sequence data
into semantic descriptions; subsequently, these descriptions are processed, and
the system reacts in terms of signal triggers or conceptual terms. Such a system
could perform a smart video surveillance, an intelligent gestural user-computer
interface, or any other application in orthopedics and athlete performance anal-
ysis, natural-language scene description, or computer animation [1,5,7].

A robust and accurate multiple-people tracking is a crucial component of any
ISE system. However, a proper event detection and management is critical for
tracking success. Further, this provides a valuable knowledge to achieve scene
understanding. Thus, complex event management requires (i) considering simul-
taneously multiple target interactions, specially when no assumption is made
with respect to the targets’ trajectories; and (ii), since in an open-world sce-
nario targets can enter and exit the scene, a procedure has to be implemented
to reliably perform tracker instantiation and removal.

Despite this interest and the increasing number of proposed algorithms which
deal with multiple interacting targets in open-world scenarios, this still consti-
tutes an open problem which is far from been solved. Yang et al. [14] proposed
a system with some similarities to ours, albeit grouped targets are not indepen-
dently tracked and no complex situation —for instance, those in which a group of
more-than-two members split— can satisfactorily be tackled. The cues and mod-
els used are essentially different. Wu et al. [13] address occlusions events within
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a Particle Filter (PF) framework by implementing a Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN) with an extra hidden process for occlusion handling. BraMBLe [6] is an
interesting approach to multiple-blob tracking which models both background
and foreground using Mixtures of Gaussians (MoG). However, no model update
is performed, there is a common foreground model for all targets, and suffers for
the curse of dimensionality, as all PF-based methods which tackle multiple-target
tracking combining information about all targets in every sample. Alternatively,
several approaches take advantage of 3D information by making use of a known
camera model and assuming that agents move on a known ground plane. These
and other assumptions relative to a known Sun position or constrained standing
postures allow the system presented in [15] to initialise trackers on people who
do not enter the scene isolated.

Simultaneous tracking of numerous target has been just recently considered
[9]. This forces tracking systems to tackle more complex interacting events than
before. In this paper, a principled event-management framework is proposed, and
it is included in a hierarchical and modular tracking architecture. Multiple-target
interaction events are handled by means of a state machine, which consider all
possible grouping configuration. This is crucial in order to achieve successful per-
formances, by allowing the system to switch among different tracking approaches
depending on the current event [8]. Further, a proper scheme for tracker instan-
tiation and removal is proposed, which is basic in open-world applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the sys-
tem architecture. Section 3 details the event management approach. Section 4
shows some experimental results obtained from well-known databases, and fi-
nally, section 5 summarises the conclusions, and proposes future-work lines.

2 Tracking Framework

Due to the inherent complexity involved in non-supervised multiple-human track-
ing, a structured framework is proposed to accomplish this task. We take advan-
tage of the modular and hierarchically-organised system published in preliminary
works [4,12]. This is based on a set of co-operating modules distributed in three
levels. These levels are defined according to the different functionalities to be per-
formed, namely target detection, low-level tracking, and high-level tracking, see
Fig. 1. A remarkable characteristic of this architecture is that the tracking task is
split into two levels: a lower level based on a short-term blob tracker, and a long-
term high-level appearance tracker. The latter automatically builds and tunes
multiple appearance models, manages the events in which the target is involved,
and selects the most appropriate tracking approach according to these.

In general, reliable target segmentation is critical in order to achieve an accu-
rate feature extraction without considering any prior knowledge about potential
targets, specially in dynamic scenes. However, complex interacting agents who
move through cluttered environments require high-level reasoning. Thus, our
proposal combines in a principled architecture both bottom-up and top-down
approaches: the former provides the system with initialisation, error-recovering
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Fig. 1. System architecture. It represents the current frame, Zt represents the obser-
vations, Xt the target’s low-level state, and St the target’s high level state. Matching
results are explained in the text.

and simultaneous modelling and tracking capabilities, while the latter builds the
models according to a high-level event interpretation, and allows the system to
switch among different operation modes.

The first level performs target detection. First, the segmentation task is ac-
complished following a statistical colour background-subtraction approach. Next,
the obtained image masks are filtered, and object blobs are extracted. Each blob
is labelled, their contours are computed, and they are parametrically represented.
Consequently, the spurious structural changes that they may undergo are con-
strained. These include target fragmentation due to camouflage, or the inclusion
of shadows and reflections. Moreover, this representation can be handled by the
low-level tracker, thereby filtering the target state and reducing also these ef-
fects. An ellipse representation —which keeps the blob first and second order
moments— is chosen [2,11]. Thus, the j -observed blob at time t is given by the
vector zt
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the abscissa axis and the ellipse major one. Low-level trackers establish coherent
target relations between frames by setting correspondences between observations
and trackers, and by estimating new target states according to the associated
observations using a bank of Kalman filters. Finally, the track-management mod-
ule (i) initiates tentative tracks for those observations which are not associated;
(ii) confirms tracks with enough supporting observations; and (iii) removes low-
quality ones. Results are forwarded to high-level trackers, and fed back to the
measure-validation module. See [4] for details.
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A high-level tracker is instantiated whenever a low-level track is first con-
firmed. Hence, tracking events can be managed. This allows target tracking even
when image segmentation is not feasible, and low-level trackers are removed, such
as during long-duration occlusions or grouping. As a result of the tracker match-
ing, three cases are considered: (i) if the track is stable, the target appearance
is computed and updated, see matching result (1) in Fig. 1; (ii) those high-level
trackers which remain orphans are processed to obtain an appearance-based data
association, thereby establishing correspondences between lost high-level track-
ers and new ones, see matching result (2). The details of this procedure can be
found in [12]; and, (iii) those targets which have no correspondence are tracked in
a top-down process using appearance-based trackers, see matching result (3). An
event module determines what is happening within the scene, such as a target
is grouping or it is entering into the scene. These results are fed back, thereby
allowing low-level and high-level tracker matching. The aim of this paper is to
propose an approach for event management.

3 Event Management

Multiple-people tracking requires considering potential target interactions among
them, specially when no assumption is made with respect to their trajectories.
These interactions will be referred in the following as interaction events. Further,
in open worlds targets can enter and exit the scene, or a Region Of Interest (ROI)
defined on it. These events will be referred as scene events, and they have an im-
portant role in matching low-level and high-level trackers, and in managing the
latters. Both types of events will be managed as follows.

3.1 On Interaction Events

A proper detection of these events is crucial to achieve successful performances,
since a different tracking approach must be used in each case. On the one hand,
whenever a detected blob clusters more than one target, tracking by motion de-
tection is no longer feasible, and no accurate target position can be obtained. On
the other hand, appearance-based trackers suffer from a poor target localisation,
and therefore they are not the optimal choice when an appropriate detection can
be performed. Thus, by detecting these events, several operation modes could be
introduced and properly selected. Further, this represents a significant knowledge
which can be used for scene understanding.

Two targets are said to be in-collision when their safety areas superpose
themselves. These areas are defined according to the targets’ sizes. Thus, the
following states are defined: (i) a target is considered as single if it does not
collide with any other target within the scene; (ii) targets are said to be grouping
if they do collide, but no group is being tracked in their area; (iii) targets are
considered as grouped if they collide, they are over a group tracker area, and the
group tracker is currently associated with an observation; (iv) finally, trackers
are said to be splitting once the group has no longer an observation, but they
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Fig. 2. Target state coding

do still collide. The frame rate is supposed to be high enough so that a target
cannot change from grouped to single without ever being splitting.

Unfortunately, the above-presented classification does not suffice in complex
scenarios where clusters of more than one target may be formed; for instance,
one target could be grouping with a second one at the same time as splitting
from a third one. Hence, the aforementioned scheme should be generalised by
taking into account multiple and different target interactions.

The interaction state is coded using a three-bit vector, where each bit point
outs whether the target is grouping, grouped or splitting. When every bit is set
to zero, the target’s state is single. Otherwise, the state could be a mixture of
the previously defined situations. Secondly, several attributes are associated with
each state. These point out relevant information to solve queries about current
interaction events: which targets are interacting, which ones are simultaneously
grouping and splitting, with which targets are they grouping, etc. Two cases
are distinguished, depending on whether the tracker tracks a target or a group
of them. In the first case, two lists of grouping and splitting partners are kept.
Further, the group label, if this exists, is stored. In the second one, a flag point-
ing out that the tracker tracks a group is defined. In addition, a list of grouped
targets is also kept. Thus, the eight possible states include all potential track-
ing situation, and these, along with the associated attributes, constitute all the
necessary knowledge to solve any query relative to target interaction, see Fig 2.

Next, several events must be taken into account in order to define state tran-
sitions. These include issues such as target collision with another target, or with
a group, whether the group has an associated observation or not, if there are
new partners in collision, or whether old ones are no longer partners.

Thus, once all targets’ positions and sizes are estimated, a collision map is
computed. The collision map is also used to determine whether a new-born
tracker represents a group: in this case, it is instantiated over a collision zone.
Then, when two single targets are colliding, and none of them is a new target,
their states change into grouping. If they also collide with a group tracker with
an associated observation, their states are set to grouped. Once the group tracker
has no longer an associated observation, but they still collide, their states change
into splitting. More complex situations can be taken into account by consider-
ing the previous and current partner list. Finally, a tracker that stop colliding
becomes single again. As an example of complex interaction, consider a target
whose state is grouped; the following events occur: (i) it is colliding with some
other targets, (ii) the group has no associated observation, and (iii) new partners
are also colliding. As a result, it changes its state into grouping and splitting.
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Fig. 3. Group management. Eight possible target states, and a state for group trackers,
are defined (represented by ellipses). Interaction events are denoted by arrows. Notice
that some of the less frequent transitions are not drawn for the sake of clarity.

The state machine that models the group management is defined by eight plus
one states. The formers are defined for target trackers, and the latter for group
trackers. Thus, there are 56 potential transitions between target states, although
a fraction of them are not feasible according to the aforementioned assumptions.
For instance, grouped targets cannot become single, since they have to split
before. It is possible to perform changes in the attributes without this meaning
a state transition. This is the case when several targets are already grouping, and
a new one joins them. The state machine is show in Fig. 3. It should be remarked
that it is not possible to add new partners to a group without first removing
the group and then creating a new one. This happens because new observations
won’t be assigned to the former group since both position are shape would have
undergone important changes. This is however a desirable effect since the new
group would have a different number of partners, and therefore it is actually a
different group. Although the current proposal do not allow yet to initially track
people who do not enter into the scene isolated, it do detect them as they split
and stable trackers are instantiated over the group region.

3.2 On Scene Events

A proper handling of scene events is essential in order to achieve successful
system performances in open-world applications. In these, the number of tar-
gets within the scene is not a-priori known, and it may vary as new targets
enter the scene, or other ones exit it. By defining a Region of Interest (ROI)
within the scene boundaries three aims can be achieve: (i) it is not neces-
sary to fully process the whole image, and therefore this favours accomplishing
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Fig. 4. Scene regions. The three regions defined on an image from PETS database.

real-time performances; (ii) the number of false positives can be effectively re-
duced, by avoiding detections in non-plausible or non-interesting areas, like the
sky in a pedestrian-surveillance application; and (iii) targets can be completely
segmented.

Three regions are here defined: a ROI, a security border, and non-interesting
areas. These are used to determine where targets can be detected, where low-
level and high-level trackers can be instantiated, and when they can be removed.
The security border prevents the system from creating and removing trackers
following the same target placed on the ROI frontier.

Thus, pixel segmentation is carried out in the whole image, since targets’
sizes are not a-priori known. However, targets are only detected if the centroid
of the corresponding blob lies within the ROI or the security border. For each
detected target, a low-level tracker is instantiated. Once a low-level tracker is
confirmed, a high-level tracker can be instantiated. This requires that the tracker
has an associated observation, which implies that the target centroid is within
the aforementioned area, and that the target is at least partially within the
ROI. High-level trackers are instantiated as entering, except when they come
from a group that have split. This status last until they completely lie within
the ROI. When a part of the target is partially outside the ROI and the security
border, the target is marked as exiting. The target can now either return to the
ROI, or lie completely outside the area defined by the ROI and the security
border. The latter implies the tracker removal. Trackers are also removed if they
are partially in the outer zone and they are being tracked by a low-confidence
appearance tracker, thereby avoiding a senseless gradient-based search when the
target has actually exited. An example is shown in Fig. 4.

4 Experimental Results

The performance of the system has been tested using sequences taken from
two well-known data-sets: the CAVIAR database1, and PETS 2001 Test Case
Scenario2. The former corresponds to indoor sequences which have been recorded
1 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR
2 http://peipa.essex.ac.uk/ipa/pix/pets
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Tracking results on a indoor sequence

in a mall centre, whereas the latter contains outdoor sequences taken in a scene
which includes roads, parking places, green areas, and several buildings.

In the sequence OneLeaveShopReenter1cor (CAVIAR database, 389 frames at
25 fps, 384 x 288 pixels), two targets are tracked simultaneously, despite their be-
ing articulated and deformable objects whose dynamics are highly non-linear, and
that move through an environment which locally mimics the target colour appear-
ance. The first target performs a rotation and heads towards the second one, even-
tually occluding it. The background colour distribution is so similar to the tar-
get one that it constitutes a strong source of clutter. Furthermore, several ori-
ented lighting sources are present, dramatically affecting the target appearance
depending on its position and orientation (notice the bluish effect on the floor on
the right of the corridor, and the reddish one on the floor of the left of the corri-
dor). Thus, significant speed, size, shape and appearance changes can be observed,
jointly with events such as people grouping, partial occlusions and group splitting.
The sequence DATASET1 TESTING CAMERA1 (PETS database, 2688 frames
at 29.97 fps, 768 x 576 pixels) presents a high variety of targets entering into the
scene: three isolatedpeople, two groups of people, three cars, and apersonwho exits
from aparked car.These cause multiple tracking events in which several targets are
involved in different grouping, grouped, and splitting situations simultaneously.

Targets are accurately tracked along both sequences. All events are correctly de-
tected. Fig. 5 shows a sequence successful event detections for both targets. Blobs
in motion are detected and low-level trackers are created. Once they enter the
scene, high-level trackers are instantiated and associated to the stable low-level
ones. A grouping event is correctly detected, and the operation mode is changed to
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6. Tracking results on an outdoor sequence

appearance tracking. Despite the strong occlusion of target 2, both targets are ac-
curately tracked while they are grouped. Finally, the split event is detected and the
operation mode is again changed to tracking by motion. Fig. 6 shows a more com-
plex sequence of interaction events.A group enter the scene together, seeFig. 6.(b),
but an independent tracker have been associated to one person as they momentar-
ily split. In Fig. 6.(d) targets 2 and 6 are tracked using appearance-based methods,
while targets 9, 10 and 11 are tracked by motion detection. In this frame, target
2 is splitting from 6, which is also grouping with target 10. The latter is in fact a
group of two people who are grouping with target 6 while splitting from target 11.
In Fig. 6.(f), targets 6, 10 and 11 have conformed a stable group and all of then
are being tracked by means of appearance tracking.

5 Concluding Remarks

A principled event-management framework is proposed, and it is included in
a structured multiple-target tracking framework. No a priori knowledge about
either the scene or the targets, based on a previous training period, is used. A
remarkable characteristic of the system is its ability to manage multiple inter-
actions among several targets. This provides a valuable knowledge in order to
obtain high-level scene descriptions, while allowing the system to switch among
different operation modes. The latter is crucial to achieve successful perfor-
mances, since non-supervised multiple-human tracking is a complex task which
demands different approaches according to different situations.

Experiments on complex indoor and outdoor scenarios have been success-
fully carried out, thereby demonstrating the system ability to deal with difficult
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situations in unconstrained and dynamic scenes. Future work will focus on seg-
menting groups of people who do not enter the scene isolated, thereby allowing
a robust and independent target tracking. In addition, targets will be classified
by distinguishing among people, vehicles and other objects in motion.
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